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PHYSICS 321
CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS
8 Oct. 2019

Problem Set 3

These problems are due on Thursday , Oct 17

1. Electric Field of an Atomic Nucleus The radial dependence of the electric charge density inside a certain atomic
nucleus of radius a is roughly described by the piecewise function: ρ(r) = ρ0 (1 − r2 /a2 ) if r ≤ a, and ρ = 0 if r > a.
You are given that a = 3.4 femtometers =3.4 fm.
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PHYSICS 321

(a) The nucleus contains 21 protons, Determine the value of ρ0 .
(b) Find E and V for positions outside the nucleus. What are their values CLASSICAL
at the surface? ELECTRODYNAMICS
(c) Find E and V for positions inside the nucleus. Determine their values at the center.
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(d) In units of a, what is the radial location of the maximum magnitude of the electric field
(e) Plot E and V as functions of r/a for values1.of Suppose
r/a between
0 and
that
the5.forces of mutual attraction cause the plates of a p

together
byend
an at
infinitesimal
distance
d. a line charge
2. A thin rod of length L has its left end at xto
= move
−L/2 and
its right
x = L/2. The
rod carries
x2
density given by λ = λ0 L2 .
(a) Use the idea that the pressure on the plates, P = ✏20 E 2 to expr
(a) Determine the electric field at the origin. electrostatic forces, in terms of the field E and A the area of the plate
(b) Determine the electric potential V at all points in space. You can express your answer in terms of a well-defined
(b) Use the idea that the energy per unit volume is ✏20 E 2 to determi
one-dimensional integral.

fielda uniform
in this process.
the answers
to parts
& (b) be the
3. Consider an infinitely long cylinder of radiusthe
a, with
(constant)Should
charge density,
ρ. Determine
the (a)
electric
field (per unit length) for positions inside and outside the cylinder.

2. A solid sphere (not a conductor) of radius R centered at the origin

4 . The potential energy of a sphere of charge with a constant charge density ⇢. Then a small sphere is removed, mak
(a) Calculate the electric potential energy of acentered
sphere ofat
radius
R carrying
a total
Q uniformly
distributed
a point
a within
thecharge
sphere.
Determine
the field in the
throughout its volume.
principle of superposition.
(b) Calculate the gravitational potential energy of a sphere of uniform density with radius R0 and total mass M .
Determine
(c) Calculate the gravitational potential energy(a)
of the
moon. the field in the cavity. Hint: Use the principle of super
(d) Imagine that you can assemble a sphere of protons with a density equal to that of water. What would be the
(b) Suppose the solid sphere of radius R were a conductor, and the sam
radius of this sphere if its electric potential energy were sufficient to blow up the moon?
above were removed. Determine the electric field in the cavity.
(e) Determine the voltage at the surface of the sphere of protons?
5.

3.

Two metal plates
having and area A and separation d form a parallel plate capacitor. Take the area to be a square
√
Two
metalbeplates
having
area A and
d form
of length L = A with L  d. Let the vertical
direction
the z axis
and and
the horizontal
direction
the x axis.
The a parallel
pseparation
potential at the top z = d is held at a potentialthe
V0 , area
and that
at the
bottom of
is grounded
is 0.
to be
a square
length L(its
= potential
A with
L
d. Let the ver
(a) Use Laplace’s equation to determine the potential
thethe
region
between the
plates. the x axis. The potential at the t
z axis in
and
horizontal
direction
(b) Determine E.
potential V0 , and that at the bottom is grounded (its potential is 0.
(c) Determine the charge distribution on each plate.
(a) Use Laplace’s equation to determine the potential in the region be
(d) Determine the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor.

(b) Determine E.
(c) Determine the charge distribution on each plate.
(d) Determine the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor.

